EFFECTIVE occupational health nursing is creative and dynamic. It involves a vital interpersonal relationship, and its effectiveness is dependent upon the nurse's ability to interpret and to use creatively what she sees, what she hears, and what she feels about the worker and his environment. If we can discover what qualities enable the nurse to meet fully the exacting demands of this interpersonal relationship, we will, I think, have discovered how to cultivate the "habit of excellence." "Habit," according to the Oxford Dictionary, is "a tendency to act in a certain way." Much of what a nurse does is governed by habit. Think. how nurses are taught to prepare a dose of medication for a patient .... read the order; read the label on the bottle before taking it off the shelf; read again and check dosage before pouring; recheck the label as the bottle is replaced upon the shelf. To this day, I find myself reading the label on the bottle before taking it off the shelf; again as I take a tablet out for my aching head, and again as I put the bottle back-a procedure developed to ensure the elimination of error. This tendency to act in a certain way was established by practice during student days. "Excellence," as defined by the Oxford Dietionary, is "the state of possessing qualities highly useful." What, then, are these ''highly useful qualities" which constitute the habit of excellence in occupational health nursing? Certainly, we cannot discount those essential skills which competent nurses acquire through years of training, and the habits of alertness and care which are practiced daily. What "useful quality" is it that gives the occupational health nurse, not just competence, but excellence?
It seems to me that the essence of this allimportant quality is the conscious choice, on the part of the nurse, to become an active partici- pant in a two-way relationship-a relationship which involves action and reaction not only from nurse to patient but, equally important, from patient to nurse. When this sense of participation becomes a part of our everyday "tendency to act," the nurse has established the habit of excellence.
Max Eastman gives us a clue to this elusive quality of participation. He begins The Enfoyment of Poetry with this classic description of human nature:
A simple experiment will distinguish two types of human nature. Gather a throng of people and pour them into a ferry-boat. By the time the boat has swung into the river you will find that a certain proportion has taken the trouble to climb upstairs, in order to be out on deck to see what is to be seen as they cross over. The rest have settled indoors, to think what they will do upon reaching the other side, or perhaps to lose themselves in apathy or tobacco smoke. But leaving out those apathetic, or addicted to a single enjoyment, we may divide all the alert passengers on the boat into two classes-those who are interested in crossing the river and those who are merely interested in getting across. And we may divide all the people on earth, or 311 the moods of people, in the same way. Some of them are chiefly occupied with attaining ends, 'and some with receiving experiences . . . we name the first kind practical, and the second poetic. . . .
Poetic people, and all people when they are in a poetic mood . . . are lovers of the qualities of things.... They are possessed by the impulse to realize . . . a wish to experience life and the world. That is the essence of the poetic temper.'
A friend who is the head nurse in a four-nurse occupational health unit told me of the following episode. "As I walked through the waiting room, a young man asked me where Miss Smith was. He told me she was wonderful and that he wanted to thank her. She had insisted, he said, that he go to see a doctor about the pain in his stomach. The doctor had sent him directly to the hospital for an appendectomy. The worker then explained that he had not had the opportunity to report back to Miss Smith. At this point, Miss Smith came to the door of the waiting room and interrupted the worker's story and in a sharp voice said, "What happened to you? Why didn't you report back to me?" With that, her special quality of excellence was destroyed for this particular patient. Her primary interest, it seemed, was not the patient's welfare but the completion of her reports; she was chiefly concerned with "getting to the other side of the river."
Much of nursing, particularly the scientific .aspect of nursing, requires the nurse to be practical. Miss Smith's interest in the problem of the young worker and her insistence that he have medical attention demonstrated her practicality. On her second encounter with him, she did not perceive him as anything except her own "unfinished business."
Nursing requires that we foster and develop our practical side. There is a river to be crossed, a job to be done. However, unless we can find in the river crossing-in the giving of nursing care to a worker-a meaningful experience for ourselves, our nursing will lack the quality of excellence, and our patients will receive something less than our best.
The first step, then, in developing the habit of excellence is to incorporate into our system of values a recognition of the importance of the vital nurse-patient relationship. The goal must be more than just to get to the other side of the river. We must commit ourselves to the journey as well as to the destination. The second step is to acquire a harmonious concept of self within this interpersonal relationship.
The third step is perhaps the most difficult of all: the daily practice of this personal involvement until it becomes truly a habit-the habit of excellence. Is it a threatening experience to work with a person who does not feel any need for nursing care or who does not follow advice and suggestions? Are you comfortable only when doing something for a patient, uncomfortable in a nursing care situation that requires not doing for, but helping a patient to do for himself?
As a person, the nurse must recognize the way in which she handles her own feelings of frustration, fear, and anger. Nurses are not endlessly 24 rested, cheerful, and carefree. If feelings and emotions could be separated from nursing, the job would be much easier. Objectivity is a myth; in an interpersonal relationship, both persons are involved. Self-awareness enables the nurse to understand and appreciate her own feelings and those of other people,
The habit of excellence would have allowed Miss Smith to recognize her patient's smile and animation. The river to be crossed was the need to learn the facts-what his doctor had recommended and what action had been taken. However, an awareness of the young man's feelings would have led the nurse to put aside her need for completing the practical side of her job until the worker had had the opportunity to share his experience with her.
Acquiring the habit of excellence is very much like achieving maturity. It is not a destination to be reached, but a road to be traveled. Looked at in another light, it gives a third dimension to an activity.
The person who practices the habit of excellence permits himself to become involved. A lO-year-old boy's curiosity about data-processing machines inspired him to read all that he could find on the subject and to make a request of the IBM Corporation for additionaLinformation.. His letter resulted. in an invitation to come' for a visit. During the tour, one of the scientists noted that the boy had a small electric motor in his hand and inquired its purpose. With wonder in his eyes, the boy answered, "For taking apart."
The habit of excellence is "for taking apart" what we do and what we say so as to realize fully the experience. How often do we tell ourselves weare doing a good job, when in truth we are capable of doing an excellent job? Nurse supervisors, who are in positions to foster habits of excellence, often stop short in helping their staff evaluate performance and in inspiring ex-cell~nce.
The habit of excellence is not a passive activity. Once acquired, it demands that all one's faculties be keyed to the highest pitch so that one may experience fully each interpersonal relationship. One must examine and understand his own behavior. Why did I act in that way? If I had another chance, how would I act? The practice of the habit of excellence causes the nurse to strive for good, better, best; never to let it rest till the good is better and the better best.
